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P R O C E E D I N G S1

(2:06 p.m.)2

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.  Let's get started.  I think3

it would be useful, since we're transcribing this, to4

identify who you are and who you're representing for the5

transcript, so that those that read this afterwards know6

who we are.  For the FCC, it's Dorothy Atwood. 7

MS. CAREY:  Michelle Carey.8

MR. REEL:  John Reel.9

MR. REYNOLDS:  Glen Reynolds.10

MR. CROWNE:  My name is Dana Crowne.  I'm with11

Allegiance Telecom.12

MS. ATWOOD:  And I should say this.  If we could13

speak clearly into the microphone.14

MR. JONES:  Thomas Jones, Wilkie Farr, for15

Allegiance.16

MS. ALBERT:  Mary Albert, also with Allegiance17

Telecom.18

MS. LEVITZ:  Kathie Levitz, Bell South.19

MR. BANKS:  Jon Banks, Bell South.20

MR. SCOTT:  Dave Scott, Birch Telecom.21

MS. MORELLI:  Genny Morelli, on behalf of the22

Pace Coalition.23

MR. GILLAN:  Joe Gillan, on behalf of the Pace24

Coalition.25
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MR. HUNTER:  Charles Hunter, on behalf of1

Ascent.2

MR. TRINCHESE:  Augie Trinchese, Verizon3

Communication.4

MR. SHAKIN:  Ed Shakin, Verizon.5

MR. PHILLIPS:  Gary Phillips, SBC.6

MS. ATWOOD:  Great.  Well, thanks for coming.  I7

want to some spend a bit of time just getting some8

preliminary arguments out of the way and understanding --9

we've had you come in and talk to us separately.  We've10

got a lot of record on this proceeding.  And one thing11

seems to be fairly uniform, and that is that no one likes12

the order as it stands, and that there are three moving13

parts, as I can tell, to the order now that we've14

discussed, that parties have brought to our attention. 15

The first moving part is whether we got it right16

with limiting it to the MSA -- Zone 1 top 50 MSAs.  The17

other moving part is that we adopted the four-or-more18

line count, whether we got that right.  And then, the19

other piece of this is the association with the EEL and20

the carve-out would be only available where the EEL was21

available.  And so I guess it would be useful to just22

hear a little bit -- and I realize these will be general23

statements and we're going to get into the meat of each24

of these -- but just hear generally a few minutes from25
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each side about kind of where you stand on each of those1

I mentioned and what you're asking this Commission to2

consider.  And I don't know who would like to go first. 3

Why don't we start with you guys.4

MR. PHILLIPS:  First, I think that, even among5

many of the CLECs, I think that favor more stringent6

unbundled switching requirements, there seems to be7

agreement that the Zone 1 restriction was arbitrary and8

should be eliminated.  Speaking for SBC, the Zone 19

restriction means that unbundled switching relief would10

be potentially available in 64 out of our 3,000-plus wire11

centers, meaning about 2 percent of our wire centers. 12

Those wire centers serve only one-sixth of the business13

lines in the top 50 MSAs and 3 percent of our lines14

overall, so it gives us virtually nothing. 15

And we think that the larger picture, it's16

arbitrary, because the zones were established by17

companies based on criteria that have really very little18

to do with the issue before the FCC today.  Some19

companies made their decisions to establish zones based20

on circumstances that really have nothing to do with this21

and, therefore, there's a wide disparity, even among the22

ILECs as to how central offices were classified.  I think23

in the case of Bell South, the zones are not even on a24

wire-center-by-wire-center basis but on a geographic25
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basis.  So there's a disparate impact among the ILECs1

Zone 1 requirement and we think it clearly needs to be2

eliminated.3

With respect to the four-line cutoff, we think4

that certainly there is no basis in the record for5

raising that.  We think that a cleaner, more logical6

cutoff would be just a clean, biz-res split.  And with7

respect to the EEL, we think that there should be no8

requirement that there be relief conditioned on the9

availability of the EEL.10

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.  You guys want to --11

MR. TRINCHESE:  For Verizon, I won't spend much12

time on Zone 1.  Obviously, we don't support a Zone 113

restriction.  It wasn't intended to deal with UNEs or the14

provision of unbundled switching.  It was an access15

structure and really has no relationship to UNEs at all,16

and we favor doing away with the restriction.  As far as17

the four-line or more limit, our experience and our data18

has demonstrated to us that platform or unbundled19

switching is not being used to serve the business market.20

 It's being served by, primarily, other carrier switches.21

 There is switching available, and we'd like to see the22

restriction go away, in favor of res-biz split.23

As far as the EEL goes, we don't believe that24

the EEL is -- should be a requirement of the unbundled --25
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the switching limitation.  Rather, that it shouldn't have1

any relationship to it at all.  And we have a pending2

court case in front of us that talks about new3

combinations, which hasn't been decided yet.  It can4

create some problems with making it a requirement of5

unbundled switching.6

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.7

MR. HUNTER:  On behalf of Ascent, I'd agree with8

Gary to one extent, that I do believe that Zone 1 is9

arbitrary to the extent that we think the Commission got10

it right to start with, that a lack of unbundled11

switching impairs, and clearly impairs, our members'12

ability to compete in the market.  So, to the extent that13

there's a change in the geographic area, we think the14

geographic area should be shrunk to nothing.  That is, it15

hasn't been our position on reconsideration, but that's16

where we would like this thing to come out. 17

With respect to four or more lines, we do think18

that --19

MS. ATWOOD:  So, therefore, it isn't your20

position, then.21

MR. HUNTER:  Excuse me? 22

MS. ATWOOD:  If it's not your position --23

MR. HUNTER:  It's -- I mean, it's what our24

preference would be, particularly given the way the25
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market has turned over the last six months.  With respect1

to four or more lines, we do believe that was arbitrary,2

that there is no rational relationship to where the3

impairment would be if an impairment exists.  We think4

the only rational linkage is to the T-1 facility.  We5

think that that level should be increased to the T-16

facility.  Absent increasing it to that kind of an,7

either a line threshold or physical facility threshold,8

our members are denied access -- denied viable, realistic9

access to their historically targeted market. 10

Our members, essentially, are small carriers11

that serve small business.  UNE-P, effectively, is the12

only means -- viable means, by which our members can13

reach that market.14

MR. GILLAN:  On behalf of the Pace Coalition, I15

guess I'm going to take them in the following order. 16

With respect to the line count, our fundamental view of17

this is that there is a digital divide in terms of18

people's ability to provide competitive services and19

that, fundamentally, analog lines are more efficiently20

served over UNE-P.  When a customer gets large enough to21

be served on digital facilities then people can provide22

-- find other ways of meeting it.  So, in terms of the23

four lines, we think it needs to be changed because it24

doesn't track correctly the break point between analog25
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and digital services.1

With respect to Zone 1, I'm going to have to2

disagree with Gary.  I don't think there's unanimity that3

Zone 1 was arbitrary.  In fact, I think that there was a4

logical basis for Zone 1, even though we no longer think5

that you necessarily need to apply it. 6

And here's the logic:  In a world where7

customers can use their own facilities to serve digital8

customers, the question arises as to where are9

concentrations of DS-1 customer located?  And while the10

zones were not created for UNE purposes, they were11

created to answer a very similar question.  When the12

Commission granted the ILECs pricing flexibility for13

special access services -- services that are defined very14

much by the DS-1 break point, those are DS-1 customers --15

it told the ILECs that they could come back with pricing16

flexibility plans that gave them pricing flexibility for17

these dense concentrations of DS-1 customers. 18

So, in terms of its usefulness, it's not an19

arbitrary conclusion, it was a conclusion that basically20

said the ILECs have told us this is where concentrations21

of DS-1 customers are, this is where we don't think it's22

necessary for switching to be available.  Now, the ILECs23

may have applied all that logic arbitrarily, and so that24

the result has nothing to do with concentrations of DS-125
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customers, but there was a logical tie. 1

That said, as a practical matter, we have taken2

the position that if a line count increases to match this3

break point between analog and digital service, then you4

don't need to focus exclusively on those end offices5

inside these large cities where their customers were6

concentrated, because carriers can reach out from those7

end offices and serve other DS-1-and-above customers in8

the city, and that the rule can be expanded in that9

sense, so that DS-1-and-above customers in the entire10

city would be subject to the ULS restriction.11

Now, does that mean you're tied to an EEL?  No,12

not in our view.  Only because, realistically, the EEL13

that people were talking about in the environment leading14

up to this restriction was an unrestricted EEL that could15

be used for anything, and as a result of things that16

happened since then, the EEL really is nothing more than17

a special access circuit that a carrier can order and18

then roll if it meets the test.  And that obligation19

exists outside the MSA, inside the MSA, with or without20

switching.  There's no real reason to -- there is no tie21

any longer between what you're allowed to buy and whether22

they took switching on or off the table. 23

So, as far as we're concerned, just view it as24

separately, address it separately.  The switching25
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carve-out -- look at where are, you know, what type of1

customers can people serve efficiently?  Our view is it's2

analog versus digital, and the best break point is just,3

has the customer obtained digital service at DS-1 or4

should you do some approximation of the line count? 5

MS. ATWOOD:  Which would be? 6

MR. GILLAN:  Our analysis is around 20 lines. 7

Quite frankly, we'd still tell you the cleanest,8

simplest, most effective way is to just trust the9

customer.  When they want a DS-1, they will buy one.  And10

then, just don't let carriers buy a DS-1 from the ILEC11

and connect it to a DS-1 switch port.  And you get,12

effectively, the same outcome without going through all13

this approximation.  But we recognize that some customers14

that have not yet got a DS-1 perhaps could be served by a15

DS-1.  It happens every day, and so, we've gone through16

this process of approximating it for you.17

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.  I have questions for all of18

you. 19

MR. SCOTT:  I'm Dave Scott with Birch Telecom,20

and it probably bears describing a little bit about21

Birch, because many of you may not be familiar with it. 22

We're a CLEC that has traditionally served underserved23

markets, and so, you'll find us serving a few large metro24

areas, like Allegiance, but most of what we do is serve25
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smaller places than that.  We serve 23 cities, we have1

approximately a quarter-million access lines of service,2

we have residential accounts, we have business accounts.3

 Our average line size is about five.  And about 724

percent of our accounts are residential one-, two- and5

three-line accounts.6

The platform in the availability of the switch7

port has been absolutely essential in the growth of our8

business.9

MS. ATWOOD:  You said your predominant business10

is residential one, two, three or residential and --11

MR. SCOTT:  No.  Residential accounts and small12

business, one, two and three size.  From our perspective,13

using the platform to serve customers is essential for14

the viability of competition in these market segments. 15

We can get into a lot of the reasons for that.  Some of16

them are economic.  Some of them are operational.  But17

from our perspective, any limitations on that erode our18

capability of going in and serving these markets.  We19

also see that the line limitation is probably the worst20

piece of it, from our perspective.  Operationally, it's21

very hard to deal with.  I'll give you an example.  We22

have a three-line customer, and now they order the fourth23

line.  What do we do?  So, I guess that's the part of24

this that's been the most difficult for us, and we would25
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agree with Joe that we really think the cleanest cutoff1

point is at a T-1 level, and so, we strongly encourage2

that.3

I think that as we get into this debate, the4

jury is still very much out on the viability of5

competition using a smart-build approach, using single6

lines below the T-1 level.  And in particular, given how7

our industry is absolutely being battered in the8

financial community, I think this is an important issue9

for the FCC.  It's pivotal.  And right now, I think the10

jury's out on whether competition for the mass market --11

and when I say mass market, I mean residential and small12

business -- will be viable.  I believe the availability13

of the switchboard to be at the heart of that.14

MS. ATWOOD:  Can I just ask -- and I promised I15

was going to ask everyone separately, but I just can't16

resist because we just talked about the viability of the17

market.  From what I've heard from at least SBC and18

Verizon -- and we haven't gotten to Bell South yet, I'm19

not sure if you guys are going to talk or were intending20

to talk.  I'm sure you will -- but I'm hearing them say21

there's a general understanding that they're not talking22

about going -- that there still is and ought to still23

remain an impairment in terms of switching for24

residential markets.  Right?  Is that correct?  So, in25
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terms of having a platform available for the residential1

market and in terms of the concerns you've expressed,2

it's a viable entry strategy for the residential market,3

at least my understanding of the record that's been4

developed in this recon, has been, in fact, that's not5

really contested.  What we're really talking about is the6

small business market.7

MR. SCOTT:  Yeah, our focus has been on the8

small business market.  I'll go on to say that I think9

you're going to greatly limit competition for10

residential, as well.  The fixed cost of getting in and11

serving the mass market.  We spend, in Birch's case,12

approximately $100 million on systems.  And so, when we13

go in and market service, it's essential for the way we14

do business in the mass market that we get as many15

customers as possible.  It's why we've chosen to serve16

large and small markets, residential and business17

subscribers both. 18

So if we are impaired from going in and serving19

the small business market, you will see an effect on the20

residential market, as well.21

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, okay.  You would be -- in22

order to have the platform, we have to determine if you23

are, in fact, impaired, not that failing to give you the24

platform impairs you.25
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MR. SCOTT:  Right.1

MS. ATWOOD:  There's a difference.  But okay, I2

understand.  And thanks for coming, too, to give us the3

company's --4

MR. BANKS:  John Banks, with Bell South.  I5

guess we'll have to say something.  Just briefly -- and6

our reason is that we've lost very substantial numbers of7

small business lines to CLECs.  And a very substantial8

percentage of the market has been lost to CLECs.  The9

CLECs that have taken these lines and this market share10

have used UNE loops with their own switches, with their11

own loop facilities.  So, if the debate's about12

impairment, we've successfully lost an awful lot of the13

market share to CLECs that don't use our bundled14

switching or UNE platforms to serve distant cities.15

So we feel that the switching exemption would be16

much more sensibly drawn between business and17

residential.  And based on the market facts, I think even18

the Zone 1 restriction isn't linked to the impairment19

that CLECs might have, because we've lost share in the20

major downtown areas and Tier 2 cities and throughout the21

region.  We think that, really, the UNE switching should22

be available for residential customers and not for23

business customers, and that's the only distinction that24

should be drawn.25
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MR. CROWNE:  As I said before, I'm from1

Allegiance Telecom, and what I'd like to do is just give2

you a few words on our experiences.  Allegiance started3

operations in August of 1997, and we did our first hot4

cut onto an unbundled loop about eight months following5

that.  We are currently in 26 of the top 50 MSAs, and by6

the end of next year, we expect to be in another 10 of7

that same list of the top 50 MSAs.  Our provisioning8

methods are almost exclusively unbundled loops into our9

own switching facilities, and we target primarily small10

and medium-sized businesses. 11

Should I pass these around?  This should give12

you an idea of kind of what we're doing, what our13

experience is for the customers that we are putting onto14

unbundled loops.  And I think some of this is pertinent15

to the discussion.  I also find myself in the awkward16

position of tending to agree with our friends in the --17

so if I begin to stutter at times, you're going to have18

to forgive me in that regard.19

Basically, what this says is that 87 percent of20

our customers have 10 lines or less.  In fact, what it21

doesn't say on here is that a significant percentage of22

those customers are actually less than three lines, that23

we have had a great deal of success hooking up customers24

using unbundled loops and also getting them a cut onto25
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our network, although there are certainly issues in that1

regard.2

The question regarding whether the economic3

boundaries -- obviously, there's a density issue.  On the4

top, the DMSAs -- to take your three pivotal items in5

order.  We're typically in the more dense markets, and6

we're in the more dense parts of those markets.  And so,7

whether or not that boundary is arbitrary, I don't know.8

 I can tell you that in some of the wire centers that9

we're in, we are experiencing less density than just the10

Zone 1, and we are experiencing a sufficient number of11

lines to make it a viable business. 12

In regards to your question regarding whether13

three lines or four lines is the right number, our14

economies on unbundled loops are basically per -- our15

fixed elements are per wire center, if you will, so,16

whether or not it's two customers with two lines or one17

customer with four lines, there are some differences in18

what our economies would be.  However, typically, that's19

minor.  So, we don't really see a reason for there to be20

a difference between a three-line and a four-line21

customer.22

I can tell you that I also disagree with the23

assertion that the break point between DS-1 customers and24

DSO customers is at 20.  Our numbers tend to be anywhere25
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from eight to 10.  That's highly sensitive to unbundled1

loop rates, and DS-1 costs, with there being more options2

on DS-1 than there are on unbundled loops, obvously.  So3

we don't see a logical split at three or four,4

necessarily.  In fact, I would see no reason to5

differentiate other than the biz-res.6

MS. ATWOOD:  When you say eight to 10 lines, do7

you mean that you'll move over to a T-1 with a customer8

who wants eight lines? 9

MR. CROWNE:  Yeah.  In practice, right now,10

we're doing it at 12.  We've talked internally about11

lowering that to 10, and we have, in some jurisdictions,12

proved to ourselves that we could do it cost effectively13

at eight.  However, like I said, that's highly sensitive14

to the current trends on unbundled loop costs.15

MS. ATWOOD:  And are you finding, just as your16

business case, are you entering through UNE loop and17

then, once the lines are up at a certain level, moving18

them over to a T-1, or are you finding there are T-119

customers that come in --20

MR. CROWNE:  We kind of do all of that, if you21

will.  We've -- generally speaking, an existing analog22

customer is kept as an existing analog customer, and an23

existing T-1 customer is kept as an existing T-124

customer.  However, we've had a great deal of success25
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recently in integrated access devices that will be1

provisioned over.  Some combination of DS-1 facilities or2

DSL facilities on an integrated access device, and that3

has brought that crossover point down because there's a4

lot of new equipment, DSL technology.5

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.6

MR. CROWNE:  So, we're actually exploring in one7

option, right now, bringing that down all the way to four8

lines for that crossover point, but that has yet to be9

proven out.  We haven't intentionally marketed a10

conversion like you're describing.  In regards to kind of11

the time frame it takes to enter a market in this -- like12

I said, it was eight months before we did our first hot13

cut of an unbundled loop.  We have, currently of those 2614

markets that we're in, four of them are at EBA-Dow15

(phonetic) positive.  We expect another four or about16

eight of those markets to be at EBA-Dow positive or a17

cash flow break even by the end of next year.  Those18

markets came up one at a time over the course -- since19

kind of the middle of '98 till now.  Typically, we've20

found that those markets are nearing break even at21

something less than 20 months.22

MR. JONES:  You actually meant the end of this23

year.  The eight markets --24

MR. CROWNE:  By the end of this year.  I'm25
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sorry.  Thanks.  Twenty months as being the key, the sort1

of parameter that we're seeing.  So, you know, although2

there are certainly some issues regarding hot cut, and3

most of that procedural in nature, and getting the4

systems developed, it certainly is a workable, viable5

business model.  In regards to EELs, I'm afraid I don't6

have much opinion on that.  We haven't any experience7

with EEL provision.8

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.  I have questions about hot9

cuts that I want to talk to you guys about, so I'll use10

that as a segue in just a second, but from what I've11

heard in the general discussion, there isn't anyone in12

this room -- I just want to make sure I've got it right13

-- that supports our continuing restriction on the EEL,14

because of -- maybe it's for different reasons, but there15

is nobody in this room that really supports a continuing16

association with the EEL.  Am I right on that?  Okay. 17

And then, I also heard -- and I'm not exactly sure this18

is your position -- I heard some support for retaining19

the Zone 1.  I didn't hear anybody say, however --20

challenge our 50 MSA.  I heard a challenge to the zone21

within the MSAs, but I didn't hear a challenge to the22

selection of 50 MSAs.  In other words, some geographical23

limitations.  Now, I think you have a different position,24

don't you? 25
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MR. TRINCHESE:  Yes.1

MS. ATWOOD:  But I want to make sure I have the2

record right.3

MR. TRINCHESE:  Our position, if the carrier is4

not impaired based on some logic of switching being5

available, whether it would be that there is switching6

available, they can get access to loops, they have7

co-location -- whether it's in the top 50 MSAs or any8

geographical area, the limitation should be lifted. 9

We've demonstrated and put on the record that there are10

sufficient -- there are significant switches, as well as11

significant rate centers being served by CLECs outside12

the MSA to the extent that some of the areas outside the13

MSAs have as many switches and rate centers being served14

by CLEC switches that the 50 MSAs have. 15

So, depending on how many, you know, where the16

logical point is -- one switch, two switches, three17

switches -- there is a difference, but there is switching18

available, there is competitive switching available, we19

are being competed with, with CLEC switches outside of20

the 50 top MSAs, and we feel that you should take into21

consideration not a geographical restriction, but where22

CLECs have switches, have obtained NXX codes and are23

serving customers.24

MS. ATWOOD:  And what is the number of switches25
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that they have?  I believe our order talked about four1

switches.  I mean, how do you determine that, if there's2

no geographical limitation or a presumption that a3

certain amount of -- because I believe that the original4

order, in a sense, made a presumption that there were a5

certain number of facilities in geographical6

restrictions.  I mean, how would we --7

MR. PHILLIPS:  In an MSA? 8

MS. ATWOOD:  In an MSA, yeah.  And, of course,9

in Zone 1, too.  But how would we approximate the10

standard that you're describing? 11

MR. TRINCHESE:  Well, our position is that if a12

CLEC provides switching in an MSA, it's not impaired and13

other CLECs are not impaired who provide the switching.14

MS. ATWOOD:  So one switch.15

MR. TRINCHESE:  One switch would be the logical16

break point.  And I'm not sure of the order that you'd17

actually --18

MS. ATWOOD:  We rejected the one switch.19

MR. PHILLIPS:  Yeah.  I mean, I could give a20

little bit of data on that point.21

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.22

MR. PHILLIPS:  And I just want to elaborate on23

one point in response to the Zone 1.  The zones were24

established years and years ago based on competitive25
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conditions that existed at that time, and they were based1

on pricing decisions at the ILECs, which were a product2

of special access competition years ago.  So, it is not3

true -- and I would disagree with Pace on this point --4

that the circumstances that related to the establishment5

of the zones at that time, today, are relevant to the6

status of competition as it relates to the ULS question7

before you. 8

And I would just say that the proof, and I mean,9

sort of the facts, to me, are definitive on this point. 10

When the condition was first established, Ameritech had11

17 wire centers, total, in its region in Zone 1, and Bell12

South had well over -- and GTE -- each had well over 100.13

 Now, the status of competition in those regions14

certainly is not that disparate, was not that disparate,15

that there should have been such a disparate result.  So16

I want to move off that point now. 17

Just in terms of where is competition, there are18

actually heavy pockets of competition outside the top 10019

MSAs, but if you look at the top, just focusing on the20

top 50, I'll give you some numbers in the top 100.  In21

the top 100, there are 40 MSAs in the SBC region that are22

in the top 100 nationally.  And in 35 of those 40, there23

are at least four CLEC switches, using the number that24

the FCC established.  In the top 50 MSAs, there are 20. 25
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Twenty of the top 50 MSAs are in the SBC region.  And1

there are at least four CLEC switches in all 20 of them.2

 There are, in fact, at least nine CLEC switches in 193

out of the 20. 4

If you were going to move away from an MSA5

approach and move towards a how many CLEC switches are6

there in an MSA, if you went to a number like four, that7

would cover most of the top 100 MSAs, I think, if not8

all.9

MR. SCOTT:  I might want to point out, though,10

if we start looking at the level of competition, I really11

think it's completely unrelated to the number of12

switches.  And I think I'll give a pretty vivid example13

of that.  One of the switches that you count is in Kansas14

City, Missouri, and it's in SBC's territory owned by15

Birch Telecom.  We do not use that for sub-T-1 traffic,16

because of difficulty in the economics of doing that is17

to the point that we actually use the platform to serve18

customers even where the switch is free.  So, I think19

it's important to point out, in our view, that a20

correlation between the raw number of switches in a given21

market and the true level of competition, especially at22

the lower end of the market, is just not fair.23

MR. PHILLIPS:  Right.  And our response would24

just simply be that I have no doubt that that is, in25
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fact, your policy and your business decision, but it is1

not necessarily a business decision that reflects the2

practice of most CLECs.  And I'll make one other point,3

and that is, it has been alleged in the record that when4

SBC goes out of region, SBC will be using the UNE-P to5

serve small- and medium-sized business customers.  SBC6

strategy out of region is to put switches in, to put7

co-location in, and when we can reach our switch, we will8

serve that customer using unbundled loops or our own9

loops.  If we're laying fiber, fixed wireless service,10

before we do -- before we use the UNE-P. 11

So, it is not true that we will be relying12

exclusively on the UNE-P to serve customers with DSO13

analog loops.  If we can reach our switch, we'll serve a14

residential customer or a business customer using a15

bundled loop.16

MR. GILLAN:  I've really got to respond to that.17

MS. ATWOOD:  Yes.18

MR. GILLAN:  It's actually two things.19

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.20

MR. GILLAN:  The first is buttressing Dave's21

point about the fact that you can't really look at a22

switch and tell what kind of track is on it.  It doesn't23

-- the existence of a switch doesn't answer that. 24

Measures that we do have that try to give us aggregate25
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market statistics, like traffic floats, as we shared with1

you, show that the switches that are deployed, measured2

at the market level, are heavily, heavily, heavily3

weighted towards inbound traffic, which we all know means4

that those switches are serving some specialized needs. 5

I'm not -- we're not saying that they don't serve any end6

users -- that obviously would be an exaggeration -- but7

they are heavily focused in different market settings. 8

Secondly, it's not a question that it's Birch's9

isolated business judgment.  We believe that the case is10

that the consensus business plan is to use switches at11

digital facilities and above.  There are some outliers. 12

We don't disagree.  On the other hand, when you look at13

those outliers, you have to look more critically at their14

business plan than to just ask, for instance, can15

Allegiance serve some lines?  Allegiance gets, from their16

10-Q, about 43 percent of their revenue from reciprocal17

comp and access charges that are substantially higher18

than the ILEC. 19

Now, whether that's a good business strategy or20

a bad strategy has nothing to do with my point.  My point21

is that when you look at a company, if you're going to22

say that other carriers that have different focuses that23

are more interested in serving end users than in24

collecting access charge revenue -- whatever the case may25
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be -- you can't make a judgment as to whether they would1

be impaired simply because of an isolated instance of a2

carrier saying they've managed to do something, without3

looking at, well, how did you do it, what are the facts4

behind it? 5

Finally, with respect to SBC's out-of-business6

strategy, I don't believe anybody said that you were7

going to exclusively use UNE-P, and I certainly -- if we8

gave you that impression, we didn't mean to.  However,9

your business strategy -- this is proprietary.  It is10

certainly the case that a substantial element of that11

strategy was UNE-P-based for an extended period of time.12

 And while it is possible for you to come to the FCC and13

indicate, we will do something in the future, you also14

have to be able to explain, I think, how is it that you15

can overcome these problems that other people have16

experienced?  It isn't that you've got business strategy17

hasn't been tried and failed.  It has been tried by a18

number of carriers.19

And finally -- and then I'll turn it over,20

because I'm running out of oxygen here.  It isn't just21

SBC.  We can look at other ILECs who are here to tell you22

that they can't do -- that UNE-P isn't necessary. 23

Verizon is being asked by the Pennsylvania Commission to24

split itself into a wholesale and retail arm.  When they25
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sat there and said well, gee, how will this retail arm1

provide service, the answer was UNE-P.  GTE, the former2

-- before they became Verizon, entered the market and3

tried to serve small business customers and exited it4

when they concluded that they couldn't do it on resale --5

UNE-P wasn't available -- and when they recast themselves6

with a new business plan, they had moved away from the7

small business to the medium and large business on their8

own switch in San Francisco before abandoning that in9

favor of just becoming a larger incumbent.10

It's not just us.  They have a lot of money. 11

They all have all these out-of-region states.  They don't12

need to come and tell you that they intend to do or they13

can do or somebody else should do.  They can do, but they14

haven't.  And I just don't see -- you know, until15

somebody is able to show you market statistics of things16

other than negligible entry, or revenue streams that are17

unrelated to end users, that you should conclude that all18

this is actually so simple, when nobody's been able to do19

it.20

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, actually, can I just ask you21

-- and not using confidential information, but I think22

one of the carriers has put on the record a showing that23

says there is fairly substantial loss in what would be24

considered to be the small business --25
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MR. GILLAN:  Oh, thank you.1

MS. ATWOOD:  -- market, and that loss is2

attributed to -- at a time when the platform was not3

available, which would lead one to conclude that the4

condition was such that somebody was able to lure those5

customers away.6

MR. GILLAN:  Okay.  Well, without trying to7

divulge the confidential information, but if I start8

getting -- my assumption here is that methodology is not9

confidential, but the numbers themselves are10

confidential.11

MR. BANKS:  Certainly, pipe up.12

MR. GILLAN:  Okay.  First, the definition of13

small business used, as I understand it, is a number14

greater than $100,000 a year in telecom revenues.  And we15

estimated out what kind of line count we're talking16

about, it was several hundred lines.  So, that concept of17

small is, to us, very, very large. 18

Secondly, the measure of lines lost was the19

carrier just adding up every disconnect it had seen since20

the Act was passed.  So, if in March 1996, they21

disconnected a hundred business lines, a hundred business22

lines were attributed lost to CLEC.  And next month, if23

they lost 150 business lines, 150 business lines were24

lost to CLECs.  And they cumulatively added up every25
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single one of these lines that has ever been disconnected1

and said lost to CLEC, without ever asking did the2

customer buy a different service from us, did the3

customer go into a different market. 4

There is no way -- this same carrier that5

reflects that it has, quote, "lost" all these cumulative6

lines has its own program to migrate customers from7

switched access lines on the higher-speed facilities,8

which I believe shows up as a disconnect and then a new9

service, and is currently reporting that its equivalent10

business line growth is 40 percent a year and has been at11

the 40 percent year for the last several quarters.  There12

is no way that they're experiencing the kind of line13

losses that they're describing to you while at the same14

time they have programs to migrate those customers onto15

other facilities and that process is growing at 4016

percent a year.  It is completely bogus. 17

See, this is where you're supposed to say Joe,18

you're getting too far out.  It's an extreme methodology19

to try and estimate the kind of losses that they're20

describing, and you can't draw any conclusion from it. 21

And under a basis where they never look at whether the22

customer bought another service.23

MR. BANKS:  Okay.  I'll say you're getting too24

far out.  But I've talked to other CLECs about this, but25
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Bell South put the information on the record.  And just1

briefly, the revenue ceiling, it's relatively high, but2

that's just a ceiling.  This includes all customers below3

there, and we've recently put on some more information4

that tries to slice it more finely so that you can5

exclude what you might think are upper-end business6

customers if you want and just look at the very lowest7

end.  You know, the one- to four-line customer, the four-8

to 10-line customer.  The disconnects were all evaluated,9

and the only disconnects that we counted were ones where10

people reported they were going to a competitive carrier.11

 So, I think the disconnect numbers are correct. 12

And I think that information shows that we've13

lost a lot of lines to small business competitors before14

there was even a UNE platform available to business, and15

it's our experience that the carriers we're losing to are16

the carriers that have put switches in and are using17

their own loops or our UNE loops and are more or less18

following the Allegiance plan, although Allegiance -- I19

mean, there are several other carriers like Allegiance20

that are present in our region that are taking up lines,21

and that we continue to lose a very significant share on22

a monthly basis of small business lines. 23

And the lines that we lose most of are at the24

lower end of the market, the one- to 10-line sort of25
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customer that most CLECs have identified as the sort of1

customer that the Bell companies aren't so good at giving2

personal service to.  And the CLECs have this model of3

giving more personal service to those customers.  So, the4

information we've put out, I think, is pretty reliable. 5

And I'll sit around and go through it in more detail, but6

they are real disconnects and they are real market share7

losses. 8

MR. TRINCHESE:  Dorothy, I want to just go back9

to some basics here and just figure out if I've missed10

something in the process.  I've heard the arguments about11

the digital divide and analog to digital, and I'm a12

little concerned here that we're kind of losing focus. 13

As far as --14

MS. ATWOOD:  Perhaps you are.  I'm kidding.15

MR. TRINCHESE:  Highly possible.  The intent of16

the Commissioner's effort to determine whether a carrier17

was impaired or not was, I believe, to determine whether18

or not a carrier could compete for a particular customer19

or to serve a particular customer.  The studies that have20

been put forward and the arguments we've been hearing21

today kind of avoid that issue.  It includes in the22

argument a conversion of an existing customer's service23

to a different service, and the argument is based on the24

fact that if I had four lines today -- and I wouldn't say25
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they're analog or digital -- if I had four lines today1

and I was a business customer being served by four lines2

or if I was being served by eight lines, that the only3

way that CLEC could compete for those lines is if they4

built a T-1 system out to that customer's premises and5

served that customer over a DS-1.  Well, I'm a little --6

that may be the way they elect to do business, but that's7

not something the Commission recognized was a viable8

determination of finding out whether they were impaired9

or not.  In fact, in your order you specifically said you10

didn't want to see a business model that would drag you11

into the business they wanted to be in and technology12

selection.13

MS. ATWOOD:  That's true, but let me -- how I've14

distilled the way in which each of the parties comes at15

this is, I think you want to focus on the existing16

facilities, and they want to focus on the lack of ability17

to enter a market, whether you look at it as an economic18

or a market matter.  And in some respects, the Commission19

rejected both of those approaches.  To some degree, the20

Commission -- and to a large degree, the Commission in21

its impairment analysis said we look at a lot of factors,22

we don't focus just on facilities, we don't focus just on23

whether you lose money. 24

We look at a variety of factors, including the25
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kinds of facilities, including the kind of market1

opportunities there are.  And what makes this hard is the2

fact that you guys are both taking -- you're relying on3

kind of, I think, positions that aren't embracing the way4

in which the Commission looked at this, looking at more5

factors than just facilities or just economics.  But if I6

can, I just want to probe a little, because I think I'm7

not necessarily understanding fully the argument that8

you're making, and I want to understand it a little bit9

better because it goes to an ex parte that you filed.10

I understand your argument to focus on the11

reason that you're not going to go in and put in a T-112

for that customer -- or the reason you want to only enter13

the market for a small business customer with a T-1 is14

because operationally, you can't, in fact, -- it makes no15

sense for you because of the operational hurdles, the hot16

cut problems, the provisioning problems, for you to enter17

a market unless you have that dedicated facility, that18

large facility.  Is that right?19

I mean, you focus on the processes and the fact20

that you're going to -- it's a provisioning problem for21

you, it's a provisioning expense for you.  As I22

understood the way in which you evaluated, it focused on23

the provisioning aspect, right?  I mean, is that why the24

model doesn't work?25
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MR. SCOTT:   Yeah, that's a big portion of the1

reason the model doesn't work.  What we found, and what I2

think every CLEC has found -- probably including3

Allegiance, and I'll come back to, I think, a distinction4

between a lot of us in the experience Allegiance has seen5

-- is that problems with using the single loops and6

processing them.  And I'll give you an example.  When we7

process a single loop and send an order through8

Southwestern Bell's systems, we've had approximately 359

percent of the orders fall out of the automated process10

that now have to be dealt with one by one.  It's actually11

a part of a complaint that we filed before the Texas12

Commission.13

Subsequently, on the manually processed orders,14

35 percent of those were in error status by Southwestern15

Bell.  We found that provisioning intervals were16

inconsistent from Southwestern Bell, that the conditions17

of the loop were all over the map, that the difficulty of18

coordinating hot cuts in the way we serve business, which19

is substantially different than Allegiance would approach20

it -- again, we're in a lot of different markets serving21

throughout the metropolitan area and not focusing on22

dense areas or major markets -- that it was a nightmare.23

 And we found that the cost of provisioning a circuit was24

just off the charts. 25
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Now, a difference here is that -- and I'll admit1

this, Allegiance is one of the best-financed CLECs in the2

industry.  Allegiance has raised about, I think about3

$2.5 billion to finance its business plan -- and you look4

at its operating losses since they've started.  I think5

they have the capacity of bearing a great deal more pain6

than almost anybody else in the industry, and in order to7

establish a market position, pay for that cost.  But if8

the Commission is interested in the industry in general9

doing well, surviving, then --10

MS. ATWOOD:  But that's what I'm getting at,11

because, I mean, at least -- you're citing statistics in12

Texas, but the Commission found in Texas and in New York13

that the hot cut performance and the provisioning14

performance were, in fact, sufficient to allow the15

checklist to be met and --16

MR. SCOTT:  Actually, let me correct that.  I17

think you found that that, coupled with the agreement18

that Southwestern Bell for UNE-P to be available and19

unrestricted in that state, that that was sufficient for20

the checklist to be met.21

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, true, but we looked at UNE-L22

and had to pass UNE-L in order for us to find in both of23

those states that, in fact, the performance and24

provisioning of hot cuts was done in a timely and25
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cost-effective manner.  And we can disagree over whether1

you thought we were right or not, but the fact of the2

matter is that we did find that, as a Commission, and so3

part of -- excuse me? 4

MR. PHILLIPS:  Did the Texas --5

MR. TRINCHESE:  As did the Massachusetts6

Commission, the New York Commission and the FCC --7

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, the Massachusetts Commission8

has not -- I mean, this Commission has not found yet with9

the Massachusetts Commission, so we'll leave that off the10

table.  But what I'm getting at is, if in fact what a lot11

of this boils down to -- a lot of your position boils12

down to is a problem of provisioning, then does it go13

away in the states where there's an acknowledgment that14

the hot cut performance is adequate? 15

MR. GILLAN:  No.  I mean, first of all, I think16

you have to appreciate the fact that one of the reasons17

you could reach that conclusion was the existence of18

UNE-P, and I think that that was where you were going. 19

What you found, as I understand it, was that they're20

providing loops to the people who were asking for them at21

the levels they were asking, to meet the markets they22

were using at a level that met the checklist.  The23

question you would have to answer, I think, to take away24

switching would be, all right, at the time I think you25
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approved the Texas application, they were handling 2,0001

unbundled loop orders a month and 22,000 UNE-P orders, a2

number which I'm sure has increased dramatically since3

then.  The question is, what happens if you took those4

22,000 UNE-P orders and tried to force them --5

MS. ATWOOD:  But you wouldn't be, right? 6

MR. GILLAN:  Hold on.  No, you're right.7

MS. ATWOOD:  Because you're talking about the8

residential market.  That's off the table.9

MR. GILLAN:  No, you're not just talking about10

residential, you're talking about residential and small11

business.  I mean, they may say -- and obviously, they12

did -- that people want to use this for residential13

service.  That defies the whole existence of the Pace14

Coalition, which has people who serve both residential15

and business, but nobody, nobody, I think, believes that16

they can make it just serving residential.  None of our17

members, none of the companies that we're talking to18

would have a business strategy if they really were19

ultimately cut back to being told, your principal20

competitor is going to be out in the market, not having21

to migrate any customers and being able to recover all of22

its common costs over business and residential, but we're23

going to tell you that if you get in the market to24

compete against that guy, you've got to take all those25
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common infrastructure costs and recover it only on the1

residential side, which was something of a tangent from2

the larger point I was trying to make about the loop3

provisioning. 4

Your loop provisioning finding goes to that5

level for those customers.  I don't believe -- what we're6

saying is that you couldn't have that 22,000 and all7

those other business -- I mean, how many business8

customers do you have?9

MR. SCOTT:  We have approximately 50,00010

business customers.11

MR. GILLAN:  Yeah.  That would not -- those12

would not -- those 50,000 people would be without13

competitive choice without this, as a practical matter.14

MS. CAREY:  I wanted to say to you, with the15

legal finding that the Commission made, when the16

Commission looked at checklist compliance, we looked to17

see whether the FAQ (phonetic) is provisioning that18

particular element reasonably and is capable -- has19

processing capability to serve as at reasonable20

foreseeable demand.  And that is part of the checklist.21

MR. GILLAN:  But the reasonable foreseeable22

demand is only -- is itself the constraining factor here.23

 There's only a certain volume of orders you should24

expect because there aren't -- they're just simply are25
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not that many carriers.  I mean, Birch went in and left.1

 You read Focal's ex parte.  You read MCI's ex parte, as2

I understand it, that they don't even use loops to3

migrate customers with analog service to digital.  The4

customer already has to be digital, effectively, before5

you start deploying --6

MR. PHILLIPS:  And you have an ex parte that was7

filed not just by Allegiance but by four other CLECs,8

saying that they do, and SBC is, in fact --9

MR. GILLAN:  Hold on.  No, no, no.  They did not10

say that.  They did not say that, because what they said11

was basically regurgitated back to the FCC, what you had12

found earlier.  And you said do this again.  Allegiance13

serves some of these customers, and we've already14

discussed that they have different revenue streams that15

not all CLECs have chosen to take advantage of.  See16

Beyond doesn't do anything, they're not in the market. 17

So, the probative value of a company that intends to do18

something in the future has got to be seriously limited.19

 Time Warner gets 40 percent of its revenues from 1020

customers, and its 10-Q represents that they only serve21

medium to large businesses.  So, they're not even down in22

this small business category.23

MS. MORELLI:  And they're average line per24

customer is 48.25
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MR. GILLAN:  So, I mean, while there are1

signatures on that, I mean, one has to place in2

perspective the business strategies of the companies that3

signed it.4

MR. PHILLIPS:  Let me make a few mentions in5

response.  First, this was just a snapshot, but there is6

evidence other than the Bell South evidence.  Verizon put7

evidence in the record.  They took a snapshot, admittedly8

just a small snapshot -- New York in July -- but 999

percent of the lines ported -- and they put this in the10

record -- in New York in July were associated with orders11

of 12 lines or less, which means when the line is ported,12

the CLEC was using its own switch.  So, in 99 percent of13

the cases in which there was a number of portability14

orders submitted to Verizon for a switch-based CLEC15

service, the service involved 12 lines or fewer.  Number16

one.17

Number two is, there is, I think, a logical gap18

in the argument when you talk about Time Warner focusing19

on large-business customers, because if you have a switch20

and you have co-location, there is no reason why you21

cannot, in fact would not, want to use that switch and22

co-location space to serve smaller business customers, as23

well.  And there has been data put in the record by Pace24

about, you know, essentially arguing that unbundled loops25
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are insignificant market entrance strategy, but the data1

is old data.  Pace alleged that SBC has 167,000 unbundled2

loops in service.  The number is 750,000.  It's not even3

close. 4

MR. GILLAN:  Are all those by themselves or are5

some of those unbundled loops that are sold as part of a6

UNE-P configuration? 7

MR. PHILLIPS:  Those are unbundled loops not8

part of the UNE-P configuration, and they exclude DSL, as9

well.10

MR. GILLAN:  How do you know that? 11

MR. PHILLIPS:  There's over 400,000 in just the12

Ameritech territories. 13

MR. GILLAN:  Okay.14

MR. PHILLIPS:  And so, it's not an insignificant15

market strategy, it's a real market strategy, and it's16

one that is being used today.17

MR. TRINCHESE:  You almost got to the point I18

wanted to get to anyway, but that's fine.  I think you're19

getting there.  Just to -- well, to the point that --20

this should be based on the ability to take over a21

customer -- and not on a business plan.  But just to22

support what Gary said, of the 99 percent of the hot cut23

-- not hot cuts, of the numbers that we port that are24

associated with orders with 12 lines or less, 60 percent25
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of those, 60 percent are even less than four lines.  So,1

there are 40 -- those to their own switches, not our2

facility.3

As far as unbundled loops, Verizon East -- not4

the GTE territory itself -- to date has 400,000 unbundled5

loops in service.  Those do not include DSL loops, they6

do not include any loop other than a two-wire analog7

loop.  400,000 of them. 8

MR. GILLAN:  In a territory of 13.8 million9

business lines.10

MR. TRINCHESE:  Excuse me.11

MR. GILLAN:  Almost 14 million business lines.12

MR. TRINCHESE:  I'll let you know when I'm done.13

 We've ported two million numbers.  Those numbers went to14

CLEC switches.  From a business perspective, for the15

first eight months of this -- I'm sorry, to October 8th16

of this year, we've lost 360,000 lines to customers in17

the Verizon territory that were served with 12 lines or18

less.  Those customers have gone.  And the numbers we19

have on platform demonstrate that 93 percent of the20

platform that Verizon provides is provided for21

residential use.22

MS. ATWOOD:  Can I just ask you guys to comment23

on that fact, because I want to find out how we are24

differing on the facts here. 25
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MR. GILLAN:  I'm not going disagree with him1

necessarily on the fact, but on the context. 2

MS. ATWOOD:  Just in terms of percentage.  I3

mean, is it in fact true on the context of the platform4

that it's beyond a vast majority, that over 90 percent --5

let me put it that way, because we won't quibble on 36

percent -- but over 90 percent goes to the residential7

piece, and we're really talking about of the cut, of the8

market for platform.9

MR. SCOTT:  I'll give you some numbers.  I10

certainly can't talk about the Verizon territory at all,11

but I can talk about Missouri and Kansas, and we've taken12

Southwestern Bell filings for the number of lines that13

were lost in the states of Missouri and Kansas: 145,37814

Kansas, 127,596 total lines lost to CLECs.  Now, the15

thing that puzzles me here is that Birch has 32 percent16

of those lines in Missouri.  And I can tell you that they17

are -- a large percentage of those are on the platform18

and that all of those that are on the platform are19

serving business customers. 20

So, it's a completely different situation in21

Missouri and Kansas.  51 percent of the lines that were22

lost to competitors have been lost to Birch.  And a large23

percentage of those are businesses that are on the24

platform that we would otherwise not be able to serve. 25
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So, I mean, I don't know, we've got a lot of facts1

swirling around.2

MS. ATWOOD:  And those businesses are four lines3

or less.4

MR. SCOTT:  Those are going to be a distribution5

of lines.  I would say that about 60 percent of those are6

four lines and less.  We could get the exact7

distribution.  About 90 percent of them are less than 128

lines.9

MR. CROWNE:  Since Allegiance has been mentioned10

a couple of times going around table since last I spoke11

-- just a couple of things here.  We measure small12

businesses, small and medium-sized businesses as 25 lines13

or less.  We don't have a revenue ceiling.  We very14

carefully track what we perceive the market to be, which15

is generally public information as far as number of lines16

-- business access lines -- in a wire center.  We find17

that, overall, across Allegiance in all 26 of those18

markets, we have penetrated approximately 2.2 percent of19

what we perceive to be our available market, which is20

small- and medium-size businesses in the geographic21

regions that we serve. 22

That 2.2 percent represents, also, well over23

50,000 different customer names, hardly a negligible24

entry.  I can't speak to the CLEC industry as a whole,25
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but I can tell you that if the 2 million ported numbers1

in Verizon territory is accurate, we aren't getting our2

share, because we've only got about 600,000 ported over3

nationwide, and that's in all territories.  So, put those4

numbers in perspective.  The only other observation I'd5

say to some of the comments that have come around6

regarding Allegiance is that I would not characterize7

Allegiance's ability to execute based on it being8

exclusively due to our ability to raise capital.  Quite9

the opposite.10

I think the cause and effect is somewhat11

backwards on those two elements.  And there really is no12

secret to what we're doing.  Basic block and tackling. 13

Getting in, getting the problem solved, escalating to the14

regulatory bodies when appropriate, but working on a day15

to day basis.16

MR. SCOTT:  This isn't an insult at all.  In17

fact it's a compliment, but you guys started with how18

much inequity before you had operations?  Several hundred19

million dollars? 20

MR. CROWNE:  One hundred million.21

MR. SCOTT:  One hundred million dollars in22

equity.  How much pledged at that point? 23

MR. CROWNE:  Actually, that was the pledged24

number.  We had operations, I believe it was about half25
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that.1

MR. JONES:  This is a red herring.  I mean, this2

ability to raise capital doesn't really mean -- I mean,3

as the travails of the X-DSL providers recently4

demonstrated, it doesn't really mean anything.  But I5

just would like to address this ex parte that was also6

filed by the CLECs.  The reason -- some of those CLECs7

have not focused on the small, medium business market8

yet, but they're actually going down-market increasingly9

as they find that they can do so efficiently.  That's the10

very point of that ex parte.  You know, they haven't been11

heavily involved -- accept Allegiance -- recently in this12

proceeding, because they really haven't considered that13

to be an important part of their business plans. 14

But the Time Warner telecoms of the world are15

certainly seriously working to build their entry for that16

market segment to go down to the smaller customers.  See17

Beyond hasn't started serving anybody, but I take it that18

that's sort of part of the analysis here.  See Beyond is19

a startup company that is planning, they're looking at20

all the entry barriers as they exist right now, and21

they're planning to deploy switches to serve exactly the22

small business customer market that you're talking about23

here.  So I think they're highly relevant, actually, to24

this analysis. 25
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You also mentioned -- and again, I think this is1

a bit of a red herring, but I think it's worth responding2

to it briefly -- 43 percent of revenue that Allegiance3

gets from recip comp and access charges, I presume that4

access charges would be collected by any of the companies5

in question that are trying to use the UNE-P as an entry6

mechanism, because that's one of the great advantages of7

the UNE-P, is that you get access charges.  And that's8

also revenue associated with end users, so I don't really9

know what that has to do with anything. 10

MR. SCOTT:  I think you have to point out that11

there are widely different rates that are being charged12

by access.  We mirror the rates of the dominant company.13

MR. PHILLIPS:  How is this relevant? 14

MR. JONES:  Yeah.  You have to take this market15

as it exists.  I mean, there are entry barriers and16

market opportunities in, you know --17

MR. PHILLIPS:  The implication of the statement18

was that Allegiance does not have a quote unquote "real19

business plan," and they're out to just skim recip comp20

but, I mean, in fact, it's quite evident that Allegiance21

is consistently pointed to by analysts as one of the22

CLECs that is best positioned precisely because they have23

revenues that are not based upon regulatory arbitrage,24

like recip comp and excessive access charges. 25
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MS. ATWOOD:  Can I lead us back down to the -- I1

mean, we can discuss the success of Allegiance, but I2

would like to get us back to the issue here -- excuse me?3

4

MR. GILLAN:  Well, I don't think anyone ever5

answered your question about the 93 percent.6

MS. ATWOOD:  Yeah.  And what I really wanted to7

get at was I was just trying to get an understanding here8

because it's been a bit of a -- there's been a lot on the9

record and it's been difficult for us to assess what10

really -- what percentage of this market is -- the small11

business market is being served by the platform.  You12

know, you've discussed when it makes sense for you all to13

go into the market and that that is through a platform14

strategy, but the question that still remains at least as15

murky for me in understanding this is, first, I have16

trouble understanding what you all think of as a small17

business, because that tends to be widely different18

depending on who you ask.  It's 25 lines, it's $100,00019

in revenue, it's less than four. 20

You know, I mean, everyone has a different21

conception, so I have an issue about what is small22

business.  But from the perspective of assuming there is23

some form of a uniform understanding of a small business,24

how much of that is served by the platform market?  And25
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that was what I was getting at to try to understand.  I1

believe that your position would be very little of it, 102

percent of the platform market is small business.3

MR. GILLAN:  Here is the concern that I'm -- we4

have worked very hard to try and make you understand that5

we're not AT&T, we're not MCI, we are the new carriers6

that are coming in.  And no disrespect to AT&T or MCI,7

but -- and I don't mean any implication of disrespect --8

these carriers are coming in trying to offer services,9

putting together different packages, deploying10

facilities, X-DSL strategies, all kinds of things.  It's11

clearly the carriers trying to innovate.  At this level12

of carrier, okay, these carriers are relying heavily --13

that we're representing -- on the platform. 14

Now, will that show up in the statistics that15

Verizon cites very easily?  No.  Because of the fact that16

in the Verizon territory, the two big carriers, AT&T and17

MCI, have bought the platform exclusively to serve the18

residential customers, it's very hard for those19

statistics to show our existence through just all those20

lines that those carriers have purchased.  So when they21

tell you that 93 percent of the lines are for22

residential, what they're really telling you is AT&T and23

MCI use the platform to serve residential customers. 24

What we're trying to tell you is that for those of us25
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that are trying to bring competitive products into the1

smaller business market, which we're really defining sort2

of as analog customers that haven't gone digital yet, the3

platform is a very important, necessary requirement.4

But are you going to see us in those aggregate5

statistics when they're dominated by AT&T and MCI?  I6

think not.  And that's the only phenomenon you see with7

the 93 percent.8

MR. BANKS:  But your question remains, because I9

think you can look and see how many business lines we've10

lost to CLECs and ask what percentage of that is served11

over the UNE platform.  And I didn't come with that12

number, but I suspect that, well, it was zero percent up13

until February of last year until the union remand order14

took effect.15

MS. ATWOOD:  Just one question about your16

statistics on the zero percent.  You offered the17

platform, it was just a lot more expensive, right? 18

MR. BANKS:  Yes.19

MS. ATWOOD:  So, it wasn't that the platform20

wasn't available, it was that it was really expensive.21

MR. BANKS:  It's my impression that no one used22

the UNE platform to serve business at the market rate. 23

We had a few thousand UNE platform business lines.24

MR. GILLAN:  We have members in the Bell South25
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region who are using it who are starting up, who are1

coming to the Bell South region.  It is true that Bell2

South's strategy of keeping up, refusing to offer this3

until February of the year 2000 has delayed you seeing4

this --5

MS. LEVITZ:  No, but we have two customers who6

prior to February had signed onto our UNE-P offering that7

had the professional service charge in addition to the8

UNE rate charge.9

MR. SCOTT:  Let me talk about that --10

MR. BANKS:  We can figure out the percent.  I11

think it will be very low.12

MR. SCOTT:  Since we're kind of the poster child13

for UNE-P, I think it's -- working with these aggregate14

numbers, I think maybe our own experience in composition15

of business might be more illustrative.  We've got about16

210,000 access lines in service right now.  We started17

using platform in any scale whatsoever back in May of '9918

in a launch in Texas.  All of our lines in Texas are done19

under the platform.  All are serving small business. 20

Today, about 65 percent of our total base of lines will21

be done under the platform, and 100 percent of the22

incremental lines.  Actually, higher -- more than 10023

percent, because we're converting some of the resale24

lines to the platform as we grow our market share. 25
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The numbers are a lot lower in Missouri and1

Kansas, because we had to fight for the ability to do the2

platform state by state.  Texas was out ahead of3

everybody else.  We've begun a program to expand into the4

Bell South region and the reason that a lot of people5

haven't been doing UNE-P, and we don't see a large number6

nationwide is, it's been a state-by-state development. 7

And so, a lot of us are just getting going, a lot of8

companies are just gearing up to do this.  It's not a9

simple thing to do from a systems perspective.10

And so, you'll see this become more and more11

important.  Evidence the announcement that Clark McCloud12

made with the deal to do UNE-P as the expansion program13

into the Quest territory.  And there's certainly a14

successful CLEC on the model of an Allegiance who knows15

how to build network, understands that, but has chosen to16

do a major expansion through UNE-P.17

MR. CROWNE:  In the U.S. West territories.18

MR. SCOTT:  In the U.S. West territories.  And19

you're seeing that company by company, location by20

location, but the gaining factor has been the state of21

regulation, and it's been tougher in Bell South's region.22

MS. ATWOOD:  But is it the state of regulation23

or the provisioning problems? 24

MR. SCOTT:  It's been the state of regulation.25
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MR. GILLIAN:  You can't get the provision until1

there's something to buy.2

MR. JONES:  I would point out, though, that3

Clark has done very well in the absence of the UNE-P and4

has relied primarily on resale as its entry strategy and5

may just see that there are greater margins associated6

with --7

MR. SCOTT:  In a particular kind of resale,8

which was a grandfathered Centrex (phonetic) arrangement9

that looked a lot like UNE-P margins.10

MR. JONES:  Right.  And not necessarily the top11

50 MSAs we're talking about.12

MS. ATWOOD:  But can I ask you the question now13

about -- because this is something that I just want to14

explore with you for a minute, because I think I'm15

getting your position.  Let's say you've gotten through16

the regulatory hurdles and let's say there is a platform17

available and let's say that platform -- this Commission18

has said the provisioning of UNE-L is sufficient, as it19

has in New York and Texas.  Where in that world, where20

you're talking about the vast majority of platform --21

admittedly, the big guys are coming in and they're22

90-percent level and they're using the platform for23

residentials.  You've got your innovators that are coming24

in. 25
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But you've got a Commission decision that, in1

fact, says that the provisioning for the hot cut2

performance is adequate.  Help me understand why at that3

point, your arguments relating to the decisions that you4

make under those circumstances don't equally counsel for5

you to move to facility deployment.  And the reason I ask6

it -- and this is just because while we're talking, we7

have always assumed that the platform had been a8

transitional, I mean, most people viewed it as a9

transitional mechanism to a facility's competition.10

MR. SCOTT:  Let me describe.  This is a real-11

world example.12

MS. ATWOOD:  Yes.13

MR. SCOTT:  Because I'm on the road raising14

additional financing for Birch to support our facilities'15

build-out, and I do agree with you, this will be largely16

transitional for CLECs as we deploy facilities.  The17

difficulty for us right now, not only a problem with the18

capital markets -- and they've lost faith in the ability19

of this model to work, they certainly don't believe that20

UNE-L works, and you see it reflected in the stock prices21

of everybody -- but the significant problem that we face22

right now is we're on the cusp of a new generation of23

switching technology. 24

And so, for us to continue to grow, if we had to25
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use the UNE-L, our approach could be to go with Legacy1

Technology and deploy that, which we couldn't raise the2

money to do, or to go to the next phase of it.  So, when3

we go to -- I'll give you an example.  We're making4

decisions right now about expansion into the Bell South5

territory.  Our approach will be over time, as we're6

doing in Texas right now, deploying a DSL network, which7

allows us to, in our opinion, economically deploy a loop8

that would carry all of the customers' traffic, even the9

small business customer.  But it's a single loop. 10

We're not trying to coordinate six different11

loops and all the pain associated with that, because with12

the next generation of switching equipment that we're now13

trialing in a proof-of-concept lab, we would be able to14

deliver fully integrated voice and data over those15

facilities.  So, yes, UNE-P does provide the bridge to16

that next generation of switching equipment.  And I know17

people will disagree.  Those who have existing circuits18

which are in place will take a different approach to that19

bridge.  But right now, for the vast bulk of the20

industry, there is no capital available for the21

deployment of switching equipment into these markets22

using UNE loops.23

MS. ATWOOD:  Before you comment, can I ask you24

to talk -- Pace to talk about that, because I want to25
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just get the perspective of the position that you're1

advocating.  I keep reading the position as, you know,2

this Commission, the costs associated with your entry and3

the need for a platform really relate to the fact that we4

have an endemic provisioning problem that increases the5

costs associated with it.  And where this Commission has6

said -- and in fact, if I'm understanding it right --7

MR. GILLAN:  I understand, and I just --8

MS. ATWOOD:  So, I just need to hear your take9

on that or if I got it wrong.10

MR. GILLAN:  I can only go back to what I was11

trying to articulate earlier.  I think the Commission's12

finding that they're providing loops in an adequate way13

is true for the types of things those loops are used for14

at the levels that they're used for.  And I think, you15

know, there is no absolutely clear bright line here that16

says, boy, when a customer hits eight, he can go, all17

right?  You're always going to look out in the market and18

see some loops being purchased by people.  You're going19

to see it at levels that are commercially insignificant.20

21

Now, that doesn't mean that individual carriers22

are insignificant or, you know, like Allegiance, but when23

you add them all up and you compare that level of24

competitive activity to the dominant provider, you're25
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going to see that it's really burbling around at a1

relatively low level.  And yeah, it will grow larger, you2

know, every time they file a report, there will be more3

loops sold.  But, you know, you're still down here five4

years after the Act, in effect -- or four years after the5

Act -- at a very low level. 6

I don't think that you have a conflict between7

on the one hand saying they're providing these loops for8

the markets that they're used to the carriers that need9

them at the levels that those loops are useful at in a10

way that satisfies the obligations of 271, while at the11

same time saying but the problems that exist in that kind12

of process prevent mass application in the manner that13

Congress wanted this Act to work and that's there's an14

impairment that requires that carriers have the15

opportunity to buy loops and ports together.  I mean,16

let's face it, the local switch element was not only17

listed in 271, but it's actually the thing that Congress18

used when it gave an example in the -- whatever that19

thing is, the conference report --20

MS. ATWOOD:  When they talk.21

MR. GILLAN:  Yeah, when they talk.  You know,22

the advantage of being an economist is you don't know the23

correct words to apply to those things.  At any rate,24

when they gave the example of we don't expect people to25
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replicate things immediately, that they're going to need1

to buy things from the ILEC, it didn't give the example2

of the loop, they gave the example of a local switch in3

the report.  So, I don't think that you have -- you know,4

I'm an economist and not a lawyer, but it seems to me5

perfectly logical to reach a conclusion about their6

ability to provision loops for the market that they're7

used in as being adequate for 271 while at the same time8

saying that those processes are just systematically9

incapable of handling the volumes and in serving the10

broad type market that you want to see over here for the11

small analog customers. 12

And the data supports that conclusion, because13

where you've got UNE-P, you've got lost of competition,14

and where you don't, you don't.15

MR. SCOTT:  It seems to me the same logic could16

be applied to saying that where fiber was connected to a17

building, that the loop itself wasn't a required element.18

MR. TRINCHESE:  We'd agree to that.19

MR. SCOTT:  I know you would, I know you would.20

 But I thought about that one too, and it would focus21

this discussion on the switchboard, but I guess if I were22

Time Warner Telecom, I'd feel just as strongly about the23

existence and the availability of a functional fiber24

optic connection to Omnet buildings, that is true, but25
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it's functional for a certain type of business plan.1

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, I would -- the question there2

is what did we look at when we were evaluating the high3

performance, and I would agree with Michelle.  We did4

look at scalability.  We looked at how this could5

translate to a larger market, we looked at -- and so it6

isn't just looking to see the performance, we looked to7

see how the performance was done in a larger scale.  But8

I hear you saying more than that, I think.  I think9

you're saying we can make that determination but that10

still doesn't -- that shouldn't necessarily influence our11

view as to whether there is a need to retain an entry12

strategy for this, CLECs, right?  I mean, that's what13

you're saying.14

MR. HUNTER:  Yes.  Plus, I think if you took the15

logic of your argument and took it to its extreme,16

there's no basis for keeping residential separate either,17

and I think everybody in this room agrees that there is.18

 And then, you get back into the notion of saying well,19

what looks more like what?  Does residential look more20

like small business because all are served on an21

individual loop basis?22

MS. ATWOOD:  Do you guys want to respond to23

that?24

MR. BANKS:  I'd respond by saying one common25
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sense way that you would distinguish them is when you do1

the impairment analysis, you look to see whether CLECs2

are successfully competing for a group of customers.  And3

they are very successfully competing for small business4

customers.5

(Multiple voices)6

MS. ATWOOD:  Let him have it, and then you guys7

can have more time on that.8

MR. PHILLIPS:  First of all, there is a9

difference, and the difference is an obvious one.  The10

revenue stream, in general -- I mean, there are11

exceptions, there are high-use residential customers --12

but in general, the revenue stream available for serving13

a business customer, even a small business customer, is14

higher than the revenue stream available from serving a15

residential customer.16

MR. SCOTT:  Actually, our residential line is17

the same for both, so it's not completely the case.  It's18

the same for both.19

MR. PHILLIPS:  Well, I think, as a national20

rule, that that statement is correct.  And when you're a21

CLEC and you're making business decisions about where22

you're going to go, you're going to go where the money is23

first.  So, you're going to go to wire centers that serve24

predominantly business customers, more business25
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customers, and you'll be able to justify the cost of your1

own facilities, co-location, et cetera, in those wire2

centers much more readily than you would if the wire3

center was serving predominantly residential customers.4

MS. ATWOOD:  Can I ask if -- since you say that5

your figures suggest differently, if you have different6

figures, can you put them -- not immediately -- but would7

you mind putting those on the record.8

MR. PHILLIPS:  Different figures about? 9

MS. ATWOOD:  About the revenue stream for a10

business customer.  You said it's the national average. 11

I mean, if there's some objective -- I'm just trying to12

get the best --13

MR. PHILLIPS:  Well, I mean, I can tell you just14

-- this is just in one state, but in Indiana, my15

understanding was, for example, you know, we get forty16

bucks for a business line that we provide -- Ameritech17

provides to a business, and the same thing is eight18

dollars when provided to residential customer.19

MS. ATWOOD:  I'm just asking could you20

supplement the record with that? 21

MR. GILLAN:  But when you -- here's the concern22

when you look at it that way.  The comparison isn't23

between what do I get in the basic local rate for a24

business customer versus the basic local rate for a25
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residential customer?  Because almost nobody buys just1

basic local exchange service.  Residential customers2

don't have that purchasing pattern.  I've been looking at3

Bell South's numbers throughout the Southeast, and it's4

less than, generally, 5 percent of the population by just5

basic local exchange service.  So, what you do have is,6

when you include a bunch of these revenue sources, what7

we're finding generally is that residents buy more8

features, et cetera, --9

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, you want those --10

MR. GILLAN:  Yeah, but that's why --11

MR. BANKS:  The average revenue flows to both,12

and Gary's just giving an example of the basic line13

rates.  But obviously, we would give you the actual real14

revenue flow.15

MR. SHAKIN:  He's persuading me to rethink this16

biz-res split.  I think maybe we should have --17

(Laughter.)18

MS. ATWOOD:  I've got you on the record.  You're19

biz-res split here.  You can't take that back.20

MR. BANKS:  A lot of this is coming down to a21

debate over whether a set of carriers that would like to22

use the UNE platform to serve businesses would be23

impaired if there was no UNE platform to serve24

businesses.  You know, the answer to that is obviously25
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yes.1

MR. SCOTT:  Except that we'd say it differently.2

 I think there's a class of customer that would not get3

service because the carriers who target that would be4

impaired.  And I think it's worth a very careful analysis5

of the distribution lines and the average line count6

between carriers such as Allegiance and Birch.  You know,7

we don't cross paths much in the marketplace.  That's an8

anecdotal statement, but I think 72 percent of our9

accounts are, as I said before, residential accounts or10

small business one, two and three lines.  Our11

distribution is significantly different, and the bulk of12

our business is at the four-line and below.  A five-line13

average versus a 10-line average is a completely14

different world.15

MS. ATWOOD:  But did that happen because of our16

rule?  Or is your point --17

MR. SCOTT:  No, it didn't happen because --18

MS. ATWOOD:  So why isn't our rule not19

arbitrary?20

MR. PHILLIPS:  If a five-line and a 10-line21

average are completely different worlds, then why are you22

arguing that everything should be swept under the one- to23

20-line rubric?24

MR. SCOTT:  Well, again I'm arguing that there's25
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a sector of the market.  When you look at an Allegiance1

customer that has seven or eight lines -- which would be2

a small customer for Allegiance, it would be a large3

customer for ours -- there is no much competition in that4

sector of the market.  And so, what we're looking at it5

the fundamental thing that makes the provisioning of a6

loop either economic or uneconomic, viable or not viable,7

impaired competition in that or not.  If you said look,8

go in and build a business, and we will give you the9

platform from one to four lines, have fun, we would not10

go into a market.  I can guarantee that we could not11

support the business based upon that. 12

We supported a business where the platform is13

unrestricted, because of the 271 process, with14

Southwestern Bell.  That's the only reason UNE-P is15

viable at one, two and three lines.  Because we have to16

be able to -- we can't just go in and serve those17

accounts.  It's ridiculous.  Those are difficult,18

low-margin accounts.  We serve them because on an19

incremental basis, we do contribute to that, but we need20

to be able to use that methodology for a wider sector of21

the market. 22

MR. GILLAN:  And that's consistent across all of23

our members that, fundamentally, they're in that four to24

20 range.  Above that, customers are going digital. 25
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Below that, I mean, they've got a lot of those customers1

and they can serve them, buy they're concerned about2

their ability to broadly serve this market as customers3

grow, et cetera.4

MR. HUNTER:  And from the Ascent members' point5

of view, if you remember, Ascent members generally are6

smaller, even smaller than the Pace members, although I7

believe most of the Pace members are members, as well. 8

The decision is when do you jump from resale to platform?9

 And that's the only real choice that most of our members10

have.  The switch just is not that viable an alternative11

for many of our folks.  If it's a one-to-four, or a12

one-to-three, they don't make the jump, because there's a13

watershed --14

MS. ATWOOD:  But if they're in the market.15

MR. HUNTER:  Excuse me? 16

MS. ATWOOD:  It means they're in the market.17

MR. HUNTER:  They're in the resale market. 18

Resale --19

MS. ATWOOD:  How is that -- how are you then20

impaired to be in the market if you have a resale entry?21

22

MR. HUNTER:  Because resale is dying, slowly but23

surely.  The margins aren't there to support it.  That's24

what we've been telling the Commission for a long time,25
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that the margins do not support a viable operation.  For1

our members to stay alive and to stay viable, UNE is2

their life raft.  When our members move over -- and3

they've moved over in ever increasing numbers in both New4

York and Texas -- their operations which have been very5

marginal become viable operations, they start to grow,6

they start to expand.  Absent the UNE platform, they7

slowly wither and die, and they are slowly withering and8

dying, because the margins for resale just do not support9

--10

MR. GILLAN:  Apart -- aside from the margins a11

little bit, the members of our group fundamentally have12

other types of innovations that they're either packaging,13

pricing or software or whatever that aren't14

resale-compatible.  They wouldn't be able to offer the15

same vector of products.  You know, basically, we have16

companies that are going in -- I'll give you a poster17

child example.  They're serving the nuns that are running18

the hospice with 12, 15 lines, okay?  That type of19

customer is not going to be attracting --20

MS. ATWOOD:  We can't criticize the nuns.  I21

mean, they're telling the truth.22

(Laughter.)23

MR. SHAKIN:  What we are hearing, though, is24

okay, so they're in the market serving very small25
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business with resale, but that's dying, so don't pay1

attention to that.  And yeah, platform is not really2

being used primarily for business, it's really mostly3

residential, but don't pay attention to that.4

(Multiple voices.)5

MR. SHAKIN:  Let me finish, okay, please.  The6

point that you all made was, for you, it is, but for when7

you look at the broader statistics, it may not be.  That8

was what I heard, at least.  And that's a fair point. 9

When you say my business model is, I'm using it for10

business.  And I don't think any of us are disputing11

that.  What we are disputing, though, is that when you12

look at an impairment analysis and you say, are you13

impaired from entering the market, could you enter the14

market when you see the resale entry, when you see15

facilities-based entry, when you see coming in, in16

different ways, and then you can dismiss them one by one17

by one by one, but eventually, you have to acknowledge18

that we're losing significant small business customers,19

not at the 20-line level but at the five-level, the20

four-line level.  We're losing those to people other than21

you all.  And so, someone isn't impaired.22

MR. HUNTER:  I keep hearing that you're losing23

tremendous business customers.  I hear this continually,24

and it somewhat appalls me when I look at the stats.  You25
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know, we can throw around numbers of 100,000 here,1

200,000 there.  We are six -- four years after the2

enactment of the Act.  We've got a 4-percent market3

penetration, of which 1 percent is loops.  We can get --4

we can lose the forest for the trees here.  There isn't a5

lot of activity, and the activity is there.6

MS. ATWOOD:  But that isn't the same as Bell7

South's --8

MR. BANKS:  I think even if you pick the really9

broad numbers, the box have lost roughly 5 percent of the10

market share.  As you all know, the huge number of line11

customers is residential.  Almost all of the CLEC market12

share we've lost has been in the small business segment.13

 So, that 5 percent, you can multiply that by three, four14

or five to get the market share we've lost in the small15

business segment.16

MR. SCOTT:  Let me ask again, what is the small17

business segment defined as?  I don't think I heard that18

clearly.19

MR. BANKS:  Well, I think we decided that no20

one's quite sure, but we could decide that the21

information that we've putting on the record lately, you22

can make your own distinction, you can draw the line at23

10 or 20 or 50.24

MR. SCOTT:  But when you talk about these25
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numbers, are we talking about $100,000 a year and less? 1

Is that generally the area? 2

MR. BANKS:  We have a very high, probably3

compared to what you would think, threshold for defining4

what we see as small business.  If you look through the5

information, you can lop off the top half, okay?  That6

just makes the percentages that we've lost higher.7

MR. SCOTT:  So, when we look at the information,8

we can go back and see what percentages have been lost,9

and you're saying that when we see that for one 10-line10

business customer or the sub $5,000 a year customer, that11

your percentages are even higher for large businesses.12

MR. BANKS:  Yes.  I mean, you know, we've been13

dismissing CLECs one by one, but one that does very well14

in our region is Nextel, and their single most popular15

package is a $99 a month package for small business.  And16

the people that buy that are not large businesses, and17

they're not medium-sized businesses.  They're small18

businesses.  This is $99 for a local and LD and access.19

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, I guess my question then20

becomes are these isolated instances or are we talking21

about systematic?  Because we have to assess whether22

there is -- you know, if a few companies -- I'm just23

asking, if a few companies can enter a market, does that24

mean that there is no barrier for all companies to enter25
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the market?  And what I'm hearing you folks saying, it1

might be really useful if you spent some time going2

through, now that you've understood our clarification of3

the language that has you in it, if you would go back and4

look at ex parte, and I want to -- subject to5

confidentiality.6

MR. GILLAN:  Do we have a way of finding that? 7

Because I have some other questions about that, and I8

know that our ability to evaluate that is limited without9

answers.10

MS. ATWOOD:  I would encourage that, because we11

really like to get our hands around, shortly, very fast,12

the kind of market we're talking about and the kind of13

loss in that market that that statistic shows, I think14

the Verizon statistics show that we're talking about a15

smaller percentage, which you have an explanation for in16

terms of overall platform.  Can I just ask you what your17

view of what a small business is?  That would help me.  I18

mean, I realize we're talking about -- but it would help19

to understand, at least from the perspective we've been20

talking about, you guys.  What's your company position on21

a small business? 22

MR. CROWNE:  All of the stats that we've pulled23

together are basically in these lines, side segments, if24

you will.  The buckets  that you see on that chart on25
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there.  When we talk about the SMA marketplace, we're1

talking about customers with 25 lines or less, generally2

speaking.  That can go higher, depending on the audience.3

MS. ATWOOD:  And you don't have any sense of how4

many of that 25 lines or less are people who are really5

10 lines or less.6

MR. CROWNE:  Yeah.  That's what this chart does.7

8

MR. GILLAN:  91 percent.9

MR. CROWNE:  Yeah.  I mean, this is how we're10

viewing it right now.11

MS. ATWOOD:  Okay.12

MR. CROWNE:  Under 10 is 81 percent of the -- or13

91 percent.14

MS. ATWOOD:  And how do you -- you define it as15

a $100,000.16

MR. GILLAN:  No.  That was -- I made that up to17

try and protect his confidentiality, although think that18

that number is confidential.19

MR. BANKS:  Actually, we don't define it by line20

size, we do it by total billed revenue.21

MR. TRINCHESE:  And then how much the problem? 22

MR. BANKS:  $250,000.23

MR. TRINCHESE:  $250,000.24

MR. SCOTT:  $250,00.  We view it by total bill25
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revenue, as well, and our would be roughly $3,000 even of1

$250,000.2

MS. ATWOOD:  $3,000?3

MR. SCOTT:  $3,000.  Yes.4

MS. ATWOOD:  There's a small business that5

survives at $3,000?6

MR. BANKS:  This is expenditures on7

telecommunication services.8

MR. SCOTT:  Telecom expenditures of $3,000 here9

versus a quarter million.10

MS. ATWOOD:  Oh, right.  You're right.11

MR. BANKS:  And let me just add that we did file12

an ex parte yesterday with some more line information. 13

There are two --14

MR. SCOTT:  And so our average count would be15

five lines generating about $250 a month.  That's $3,00016

a year.  You know, that's about 1 percent of the average17

spending is upper end small business -- small to18

medium-sized business customers.  See, we're talking19

apples and oranges.20

MALE SPEAKER:  We've been trying to do it from21

the perspective of when does the impairment disappear, so22

--23

MR. BANKS:  Let me just say, you know, it is the24

upper end, but the great majority of the customers in our25
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small business segment are in the one- to 10-line group.1

 In other words --2

MS. ATWOOD:  But still, you're talking about3

revenue now, and he's talking about $3,000 in telecom. 4

Is that analogous to a one to ten --5

MR. SCOTT:  Yeah, the great majority of the6

customers are just like Allegiance has said here, in the7

one- to 10-line group.  And that's the same for us.  Now,8

we just drew the ceiling really high, but, you know, if9

you take our ceiling and drop it, the fact that we've10

lost lots at the lower end is still true.11

MS. ATWOOD:  And are your $3,000 revenue --12

communications revenue, is that -- what number of lines13

are those? 14

MR. SCOTT:  That's about five lines.15

MS. ATWOOD:  Five lines.16

MR. SCOTT:  Our average line count is just a17

little bit under five.  We have relatively few that would18

be over the average of Allegiance.  Ten and above would19

be a pretty small percentage of that.  I would point out,20

though -- and I think this is an important comment -- for21

us to go into a market, you know, we really can't make it22

just on the lower end.  It's an important part of our23

business, but it's important for us to be able to provide24

UNE-P across the entire sub-T-1 market, in order to25
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generate enough market share to cover the fixed cost of1

being in business.  So, I don't --2

MS. ATWOOD:  And what are you doing now? 3

MR. SCOTT:  What are we doing now? 4

MS. ATWOOD:  Um-hum.5

MR. SCOTT:  In terms of? 6

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, capturing that additional7

market share.8

MR. SCOTT:  You know, I would say -- I'd have to9

go back and look at some specifics on that, but I would10

say about a third of our business would come from the11

upper end of the market, you know, the five lines, six12

lines and above.  About a third of the revenue stream for13

us.  And given the fixed costs in the business, if you14

lop that off, we shut the door.15

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, it is lopped off, though, in16

top 50 in a sense.17

MR. GILLAN:  But not in the real world.18

MR. SCOTT:  Yeah, not in the real world of where19

we serve.  We have access to the platform, again, as a20

state-level regulation.  That's why this issue is so21

important.  When we look at the economics of serving in22

the Bell South territory, it's a significant issue that23

we have to take even a fairly small area, under today's24

geographic limitation -- say, downtown Atlanta -- and25
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strip out all that market.  It may not look like a big1

thing cast against the entire metropolitan area, but it's2

a significant contributor to our business.  But our3

operational plans do exactly that. 4

We don't have an alternative for providing5

service within that area, and we've chosen not to go in6

and sell a three-line customer that someday we would have7

to say I'm sorry, but we can't even give you a fourth8

line.  That's the operational problem that we face.  So,9

it makes the economic equation of going in and spending10

the fixed cost necessary to establish a position that11

serves broadly.  And we serve more broadly than anybody12

who has brought into the conversation.  We're serving13

small and big markets in a state.  We serve entire metro14

areas, not just downtown or not just 30 percent of the15

central offices.16

But to make all of that work is a complicated17

equation, and the economics are incredibly compelling,18

even with the Zone-1 access for the above-three-line19

customers available under the platform.  So, that's what20

we're talking about here.  All these things are linked,21

much as you said in the decision over whether the loop22

was something that met the checklist was a fairly23

complicated thing, that we need to look at a lot of24

factors.  The same for our market entry.25
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And so, I think it's dangerous to think that1

there can be some compromise here that would still2

generate the level of competition for those customers at3

the lower end of the market, because you'll be eroding4

the viability of those players who are going to serve the5

lower end of the market.6

MR. PHILLIPS:  I'd like to make a couple of7

points.  I would agree with the comment that was8

previously made.  I mean, to a certain extent, this seems9

to be a debate about the business strategy of a subgroup10

in the industry, and there can be no doubt that their11

business strategy is a UNE-P-based strategy, but that12

really is not the question that's before you.  The13

question that's before you is, is the CLEC compared14

without access to the UNE-P?15

And I want to make just two points about that. 16

One is, there are some facts that, I think, need to be17

brought to bear.  Notwithstanding allusions to lack of18

access to capital, CLECs continue to deploy switches at a19

pace that is actually accelerating, based on the most20

recent data I could get, which is as of August 2000. 21

This is LERT (phonetic) data.  CLECs had deployed 1,33022

switches.  When you did the original UNE remand order,23

the data was for March of 1999, and it was 720.  That24

means that CLECs are now deploying more than a switch a25
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day. 1

Co-location.  SBC has delivered 11,0002

co-location arrangements.  That's an average of 3.4 per3

wire center in its territory.  In January through March4

of 1999, SBC and Ameritech combined were delivering 1005

co-location arrangements a month.  SBC is now delivering6

700 a month.  So, there is facilities-based deployment7

going on, and you have to ask a basic, common sense8

question.  What are CLECs putting in all these switches9

for?  And what are they putting in all these co-location10

arrangements for if they can't use that? 11

And I just want to make one other point, which12

is if you are a CLEC that is out there -- and there are.13

 It's more than Allegiance, there are many -- that have14

facilities-based strategies for serving the small15

business market, the availability of the UNE-P does have16

an impact on the rollout of facilities.  If you're a CLEC17

and you've got a facilities-based strategy, you put in18

switches, you put in co-location arrangements and then19

you expand gradually.  And when you decide whether or not20

to go into a new central office, you've got to look at21

the revenue potential from that office, and you have to22

decide whether you're going to be able to recover your23

costs.  And that depends on how much business you can24

bring. 25
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If the market is crowded with CLECs that are1

deploying the UNE-P, your market share projections are2

going to be lower.  So, there is another factor to3

consider here, which is, you know, if you've got4

facilities-based CLECs, you, as a matter of public5

policy, ought to take steps that encourage those6

facilities-based CLECs to continue to deploy their7

facilities and roll them out.8

MR. SCOTT:  Now, the same argument could be used9

to attack the loop availability, and Time Warner Telecom10

would make that if they were here.  The second issue is,11

the time period they chose --12

MR. JONES:  Excuse me, I actually represent Time13

Warner Telecom, and I don't think they would make that14

argument.15

MR. SCOTT:  Timer Warner Telecom would not make16

the argument that allowing the UNE loop -- Allegiance17

goes in, doesn't have to build fiber to deploy to a18

building, doesn't hurt their approach of building fiber19

directly to Omnet buildings?  The same argument that you20

said --21

MR. GILLAN:  Time Warner Telecom has made that22

argument.23

MR. PHILLIPS:  Do you want to just address my24

argument on the merits and not by analogy.  If you're a25
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CLEC -- I mean, address it directly and on the merits1

instead of by analogy.  If you're a CLEC --2

MS. ATWOOD:  No, Joe can you speak first.3

MR. GILLAN:  Yes.  I want to talk a minute about4

the number of switches -- First of all, there's a5

question about the roll, "what does the word database6

measure?"  And the LERT database is used for carrier7

routing purposes.  There are clearly business strategies8

where carriers deploy switching devices that are used so9

that an ISP can get a broad footprint in an area, but10

which are not really intended to provide conventional11

services.  They provide local services but not of the12

nature that we're talking about here, which goes, really,13

to the point.  Simply because a switch is out there does14

not tell you what type of customers, what type of15

services, and even whether or not the strategy is viable.16

17

When you look at all those switches, you have to18

ask are these voice over switches?  Is that what it's19

designed for?  If the CLECs were really still installing,20

you know, however many switches -- what did you say21

1,000?  What was it?22

MR. PHILLIPS:  1,330 is the total.23

MR. GILLAN:  How many a day? 24

MR. PHILLIPS:  More than a switch a day.25
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MR. GILLAN:  More than a switch a day.  I think1

Lucent would be a lot happier this morning than it is. 2

Okay?  I mean, this is just not an accurate picture of3

what's going out there, because of the fact that you have4

the phenomenon of access servers and other switching5

devices that are being deployed.  Look at the minutes.  I6

mean, all of these stories, factually have to come back7

together again.8

MS. ATWOOD:  Right.9

MR. GILLAN:  If there are these switches out10

there and they're providing a service, then you should11

see a lot of minutes coming from CLECs and not just a lot12

of minutes going to them, which, even in great scheme of13

things, is a small number of minutes.14

 MR. CROWNE:  It's not a great number of15

minutes, but I thought it was interesting he chose that.16

 What was the first date you said?  Was it March of '99?17

18

MR. PHILLIPS:  It was the date at which the19

comments -- the cut-off for filing comments for the20

original UNE remand.  There was no -- there was nothing21

that was put in the record in the original comment cycle.22

MR. CROWNE:  I'd warn anybody about using --23

MR. PHILLIPS:  There was nothing nefarious. 24

MR. TRINCHESE:  You also have to understand --25
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MS. ATWOOD:  And why would that be? 1

MR. CROWNE:  I'd warn anybody.2

MR. PHILLIPS:  I think we had as of March '99.3

MR. CROWNE:  I'd warn anyway who tries use the4

LERTs (phonetic) to count the number of switch entities5

out there, because due to interconnection agreements,6

we've had to count -- some switch devices have to be7

entered in the LER multiple times.  Because we tended to8

architect our switch networks with one switch that covers9

a wider geographic area.10

MR. TRINCHESE:  We understand that.  And the way11

the data was gathered, it took all that into12

consideration, so we're pretty confident that the data13

that Gary's presenting here took all those issues into14

consideration.  And whether there are 1,000 switches or15

850, the fact is CLECs have switches, they have, in the16

Verizon territory alone, 8,300 NXX codes assigned to17

them, and they should be using them to provide local18

services.  And if they're not, shame on them.19

MR. CROWNE:  Yeah.  And I will tell you I tend20

to agree with him in that endeavor.  Just be warned that21

strict switch count isn't going to necessarily get to the22

conclusion. And also, whether that switch is physically23

located in one MSA or another is not going to get you to24

the answer if you're looking for a simple test as to25
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whether there's competition in the market.  You know, a1

switch is not -- sometimes there are little switches --2

MS. ATWOOD:  And that, in fact, is what the3

Commission rejected.  But I think we did in the order4

talk about the presence of multiple evidence of CLEC5

competition, and switches were one of the things we6

looked at. 7

MR. CROWNE:  And it's quite obvious, if there8

are, you know, half a dozen NXX codes taken by9

competitors, then there ought to be a half a dozen NXX10

codes in that rate zone.11

MS. ATWOOD:  Can you guys help us, though, in12

terms of the record that they're presenting.  I mean, you13

fundamentally challenge the notion of a level of14

competition in these regions.  Is there evidence that you15

can point to apart from the useful study that you did16

with respect to the decision of a CLEC in when to employ17

its own facilities?  Is there any evidence you would have18

us look to that would help us understand demonstrably the19

level of CLEC activity or lack thereof? 20

MR. GILLAN:  Well, to tell you the truth, it21

would seem to me that when you look where UNE-P is22

available -- really available, not like just came on the23

market or whatever -- Texas and New York, when you look24

at that much competition and you look at places where it25
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isn't, you going to see this giant difference.  The1

difference -- that's the impairment.  The difference2

between what can be and what happens without it.3

MS. ATWOOD:  But why isn't that also4

provisioning?  Because, I mean, part of --5

MR. GILLAN:  It's the cumulative effect of all6

those --7

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, couldn't you also make the8

argument that what you're seeing in Texas and in New York9

is the fact that in Texas and New York, the provision --10

they've worked the kinks out of hot cuts and they've11

worked the kinks out of the provisioning process.12

MR. GILLAN:  I don't think that their13

provisioning of loops is all that different in their14

states from other places.  It's the --15

MS. ATWOOD:  How?16

MR. GILLAN:  I mean, I haven't looked at that17

question, but I don't know that that's the --18

MS. ATWOOD:  I think there would be people who19

would disagree with you on that.20

MR. GILLAN:  I'm not sure I could find anyone21

who's happy with anything, but I'm not sure what the22

difference in the loop is, okay?  But I know that -- what23

does UNE-P -- you have volumes of orders that -- I mean,24

all these companies that we talk to, they don't even look25
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at states that don't have UNE-P.  And can only give you a1

warning about this.  This table -- I'm sure it's2

accurate, because there is an existence in the3

marketplace is that there are more customers with few4

lines than there are customers with multiple lines, but5

if you did this chart on the number of lines that fell in6

these categories, it would be very different.  We see a7

gap --8

MR. BANKS:  That suggests it would be even9

easier, then.10

MR. GILLAN:  If it's so easy, compete against11

these guys, okay?  If you really think this is so easy,12

go compete against them.  You guys, come over here.  I13

want to see you. 14

(Laughter.)15

MR. TRINCHESE:  The interesting point is that16

this appears to be coming down to an argument -- as far17

as I'm concerned, are you impaired to be able to take a18

one, two or three business line customer if you have a19

switch and you have a co-location?  And can you switch20

them over to your switch? 21

MR. CROWNE:  Yes.22

MR. TRINCHESE:  And that's what the answer is. 23

It's not the digital divide, it's not T-1.  It's that the24

question is, I have a customer with two lines.  You said25
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the majority of your market was one, two or three-line1

customers? 2

MR. CROWNE:  Yes, I can.3

MR. GILLAN:  But that's only because the4

majority of the market is down there.5

MR. TRINCHESE:  Excuse me?  No.  One-, two- or6

three-line customers, year to date Verizon, year to date,7

January to yesterday, 300,000 hot cuts in the Verizon8

territory.  Of those 300,000 hot cuts, 80 percent of the9

orders to those 300,000 hot cuts were for three lines or10

less.  So, people are competing on a facility basis with11

their own switches.12

MS. ATWOOD:  But now, you said when he said the13

question is, you said yes, but I thought your position is14

you're not impaired. 15

MR. CROWNE:  No, he said "can you."  And I said,16

yes you can.17

MS. ATWOOD:  Oh, I'm sorry.  And you said yes. 18

Okay.  I misunderstood.19

MR. TRINCHESE:  300,000 hot cuts.20

MS. ATWOOD:  Can I ask you, though, you're21

saying that the majority of the market is down at three22

and four, but as I understand your testimony, what you're23

saying is yeah, that may be what we're doing now, but24

what we really want to do is we want to ramp up.25
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MR. SCOTT:  No, that's not what I'm saying.  I'm1

saying that we have a distribution of customers that2

averages five, and if you looked at the account of3

similar, to kind of the Allegiance covers, a large number4

of accounts at the lower end -- about two thirds of the5

lines are below average, about one-third is a little bit6

higher, distributed across that.  And we're providing7

service to them today.  It's not a desire to move8

up-market, it's the economic fact that to do business in9

the market, you need to serve across that spectrum to10

float the whole boat.  I mean, you pull this part out, it11

doesn't work, you pull this part out, it doesn't work,12

but they work together. 13

We're providing a service, we're providing14

service to -- and you see the distribution -- that would15

be a significant number, five line, six line, seven line.16

 And then, when you get up to eight, nine or 10, it17

starts to drop off a lot.  And at about 10 to 15, there18

would be some amount.  Above 15, very little.19

MR. CROWNE:  This chart doesn't show it20

separately, but I can tell you that 31.9 percent of our21

customers have one or two lines.  They're below --22

MR. TRINCHESE:  And those are on facilities you23

take and provide your own switching.24

MR. CROWNE:  Absolutely.25
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MS. ATWOOD:  Can I just ask, because we're1

running out of time.  I need everybody to be able to wrap2

up, because I want to make sure.  I know everyone will3

get frustrated and probably are already not getting as4

much time as they wanted, but if we could just have --5

and I don't think you guys get to do every single one of6

your visits, only one of them or two.  So, if you could7

just wrap up kind of where you think the Commission ought8

to be looking, having the benefit of listening to this in9

just a couple minutes.10

MR. SHAKIN:  Sure.  I guess what we're seeing is11

a few things.  We put facts on the record showing what12

kinds of losses we're seeing in the small business13

market.  And then I -- and this discussion -- when I talk14

about the small business, I'm not defining it based on15

any particular criteria, other than what's in this16

debate, which is really the less-than-four-lines that17

we're trying to move the current limitation to -- the18

biz-res split -- and slightly above that, that they're19

trying to move it above.  And what we're seeing is that20

we've got significant customer losses in that we're21

seeing that where we do offer UNE-P, it's being used for22

residential service. 23

They pointed to the difference between what's24

going on in Texas and New York.  Our experience is -- and25
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I think the Commission has seen some of this too -- is1

that when 271s are granted, there's actually a spur in2

local competition, based on the availability of long3

distance.  So, I'm not sure you can point to the data4

he's pointing to.  But what we're seeing is tremendous5

losses in these customers, and not to the platform.  So,6

there's someone out there who's doing it. 7

And then, we're seeing a group of companies8

coming out and saying yeah, it's me, it's me, I'm doing9

it and it works fine and thank you very much, I don't10

need the UNE-P for this.  And then, we're seeing a group11

of companies that say, but I do.  And the question before12

the Commission is are those companies that say I do truly13

impaired under the Act, and the answer has to be no.  If14

there are companies out there succeeding -- and the15

combination of our own records of what we're losing and16

the testimony of companies coming in saying, yes, we're17

doing it and doing it in a way that doesn't involve UNE-P18

and the fact that it really wasn't available in most19

places when most of these losses were going on says that,20

clearly, companies can do it. 21

And then, the question is does the fact that a22

company that has a business model that says no, it23

doesn't work for us, what we really want to do is provide24

digital service above a certain level and analog service25
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through UNE-P below a certain level.  And I believe they1

said at one point that even if we have a switch there, we2

wouldn't use it to those customers.  Well, that's fine,3

but that can't be the basis for the Commission decision.4

 The Commission decision has to be are those companies5

impaired?  And the fact that there are multiple companies6

out there doing it, the fact that there are significant7

business losses out there says that they can't be8

impaired and that the Commission really has to move to9

something that recognizes the realities of the market.10

MR. GILLAN:  I guess I also say that the11

Commission has to recognize the realities of the market,12

but the reality also includes scale and context, not13

exception and isolated experience.  Five years -- almost14

five years into the Act as passed, and you have15

competition at a level that's just barely floating around16

1 or 2 percent.  We have brought to you a variety of17

entrants who could not exist until UNE-P was available,18

to show you the types of innovations they have brought to19

the market and the types of customers they have made20

better off by their presence.  And yes, they have some21

customers in one to three, but there's this whole other22

gap that they provide services to, and as a practical23

matter, they need the ability to serve the entire24

spectrum to survive. 25
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Now, there are other carriers out there that1

have a whole bunch of UNE-P orders and that serve only2

residential, but I don't think that you should pin the3

future of competition on them maintaining interest in4

that particular market, without other people coming in5

and being able to innovate and provide services.  UNE-P6

will get you a lot more competition and it will get you7

price competition, because, for whatever amount of losses8

Bell South says they're experiencing, it evidently hasn't9

been enough to cause them to lower their business rate. 10

And that's -- whatever kind of competition you want to11

see, I would think you'd want to see it to a level where12

you actually see pricing responses by the incumbent13

instead of just chugging along. 14

We think we've proven to you an impairment.  We15

think we've identified what it is -- the analog.  And we16

think we can even tell you when it's going to start17

disappearing as new technologies come in and people start18

this very slow process of replacing a network that was19

built over the last hundred years.  But that process is20

going to take a long time and it's going to require more21

than just Allegiance, and it's going to require more than22

people charging high access rates while this little23

window IXC (phonetic) still being around to pay them24

exists, it's going to require a lot of players coming in25
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trying a lot of different things.  And this is the way we1

see it happening.2

MR. SCOTT:  And I guess I would suggest that we3

not -- I'm not going to reiterate the points that were4

made, but I'm going to give a suggestion.  We've got kind5

of an interesting situation, where two companies that6

serve a lower end of the market are saying the exact7

opposite thing.  And so, I guess I'd kind of cancel us8

out.  But there are a lot of folks here in the industry9

who do serve the five- to 10-line customer, like McCloud10

and others, who I think need to weigh in, in this debate.11

 It's represented somewhat by these coalitions, but I'd12

recommend getting a broader survey of that. 13

And frankly, I think that information on the14

record from companies like Time Warner Telecom, who15

serves 48 lines per account, that's not a relevant16

discussion of whether, you know, competition is really17

flourishing.  We've kind of got Allegiance and Birch18

saying the opposite thing here, but there are a ton of19

folks in this industry who are trying to go after this20

market who aren't in this room today, and I'd really21

encourage you to get their point of view.  Because I22

think as they see how difficult it is to grow the23

business today under the current rules, state by state,24

and see what the platform is able to do, you see the25
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business strategies shifting as these companies struggle1

to survive in the public markets and struggle to bring2

down the financing necessary for there to be competition.3

4

But when I step back from this, I kind of look5

at what's going on in the world around us, and it's hard6

to buy into this view that competition is flourishing and7

going with the current rules, flourishing in a market and8

ripping large amounts of market share away from the9

incumbents across the board, that macro trends out there10

just don't seem to link up to that.  And I'd really11

encourage you to not listen to us all throw out market12

numbers here, but take a much more diligent view of13

understanding how many customers are lost, let's make14

sure that we sync up on the definitions that we're using15

for small business.  But this is a pretty critical16

decision for a lot of us out here.17

MR. BANKS:  Yeah.  I would just echo that, that18

a fact-based approach is a good one, and looking at the19

actual market share loss is a sensible -- and you can20

take some number, you know, Box (phonetic) have lost 1 or21

2 percent, but I think the latest FCC survey said 522

percent.  And I think that's true in the gross amount,23

but all of those lines are in the small business market,24

and the losses are very much higher there.  And I think25
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if you do --1

MS. ATWOOD:  You two are going to talk offline2

to --3

MR. BANKS:  Yeah, but you can -- there are more4

carriers than just the weak ones that are successful at5

this.  There's Nextel and Entel in our region, so, I6

think trying to get actual numbers isn't the way to go. 7

Let me just bring in one other thing, which is when we do8

hot cuts in our region, last month, throughout the9

region, the average number of lines per order was just10

over three.  So, when people ask us to cut lines, they11

ask us to cut three lines at a time and serve smaller12

business customers, as anyone would define it.13

MR. CROWNE:  You know, I can only speak for14

Allegiance, obviously.  We've been very successful with15

this boot cut strategy, so, we're not using -- we don't16

have any secret sauce or anything like that.  We have17

helped define some of the processes, but, none of that's18

proprietary.  My only observation would be more on a19

personal basis, which is it seems to me we've framed kind20

of where the debate is, and that you should be able to21

collect the facts that you need to decide whether or not22

competition exists.  In as much as I don't like the test23

of the count of switches in a city -- I don't think24

that's valid -- I think there's other obvious tests and25
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questions and data that you can collect.  And I think1

that data exists.  It seems to me a fairly straigthfoward2

way of getting to the facts.3

MS. ATWOOD:  Well, that's a positive note, a4

straightforward way of getting to the facts.  This has5

been really, really helpful, because I think it's helped6

me understand where the rough points are and what your7

positions are.  I mean, it really has been very helpful.8

 We will no doubt be in touch with you.  We are working9

on this as a fast-track to try to bring this to a close,10

and so, to the extent that we ask you for additional11

information after we caucus, I would encourage you to12

give it to us as quickly as you can.  I know we're coming13

into the holiday time, but it's really important, because14

we have got to resolve this issue very soon. 15

So, to the extent that there are things that you16

can -- after you go back and think of things that would17

be helpful to us, as well, we'd really appreciate it. 18

Thanks a lot.19

(Whereupon, at 4:00 p.m., the hearing in the20

above-entitled matter was adjourned.)21
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